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摘要 
從laiiler (HyperKahler)流形的 I^Wer (三個I^l i ler)形式出 
發，我們可以得到著名的Lefschetz作用，這是一個李代數s�(2，R) 
( 5 0 ( 1 , 4 ) ) 在上的作用。本文中，我們將從旋表示和賦範 
可除代數的角度去解釋爲什麽自然地存在Lefschetz作用。利用這 
個途徑，我們能夠發現，爲了研究 / \ . : r M上邊的對稱性，考慮 
會優於考慮rM�而且，Lefschetz作用同和樂表示的 
交換性那時也會變得清晰起來。 
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Abstract 
Beginning with the Kahler form (resp. three Kabler forms) on a Kahler (resp. 
Hyperkahler) manifold M, one can obtain the famous Lefschetz action, which is 
a s�(2,M) (resp. 5o(l, 4)) action on the /\* T*M. In this thesis, we will take the 
viewpoint of spin representations and normed division algebras to explain why 
the Lefschetz action naturally exists. Using this approach, we can find that it 
will be better to consider TM®T*M rather than TM for studying the symmetry 
of /\* T*M. Also, the commutativity of the Letschetz action and the holonomy 
representation become clear then. 
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It is well-known that the de Rham cohomology of a compact Kahler manifold M 
admits an action of the Lie algebra s[(2,R)’ so-called the Lefschetz action. By 
the result of M. Verbitsky, there is a larger so(l, 4) action on the cohomology, if 
M is a compact Hyperkahler. Both of them are originated at the Kahler form(s), 
and generated by the Kahler form(s) and the corresponding adjoint operator(s). 
However, it seems that it is not clear why 5[(2,]R) and so(l , 4) appear. One can 
just detect that they do appear by directly checking the relations among the 
elements of these Lie algebras . 
On the other hand, for the compact Kahler (resp. HyperKahler) manifold 
M, the holonomy group U(n) (resp. Sp{n)) provides a natural representation 
on /\* T*M. The action commutes with the Laplace operator. Therefore, it 
acts on the space of harmonic forms, which equals to the cohomology by Hodge 
theory. Moreover, the holonomy representation commutes with the Lefschetz 
action, while it seems a little mysterious why they do commute. 
It is very interesting to understand why such symmetries (the Lefschetz action, 
the holonomy representation, and others induced by differential operators) on the 
cohomology exist. That will be meaningful to give a viewpoint from which they 
appear naturally. However, what we have done in this thesis is just a beginning. 
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We have not involved differential operators, so we only consider the symmetries 
on /\* T*M other than on the cohomology. 
The holonomy representation on /\* T*M essentially comes from the action 
of the holonomy group on the tangent bundle TM. While the latter is already 
a natural action. On the other hand,八* T*M could be naturally viewed as the 
spinor bundle of TM © T*M. There is an advantage to study the symmetry 
beginning with them. The Lefschetz action will then appear naturally. 
We take the natural diagonal action of the holonomy group on TM © T*M, 
and interpret it via the spin representation. This action is indeed defined on the 
fiber V © y * of T M © T * M . Furthermore, the fiber is a K-linear space, which is a 
bi-module of the associative normed algebra K, and the holonomy representation 
is just an action from one side of V^© The action coming from the K module 
structure from the other side of 0 F* is clearly one (in fact the only one) that 
commutes with the holonomy representation. It is easy to work out all those that 
lie in s o ( V 0 V *^). Then we can obtain an action via the spin representation. This 
action is exactly the Lefschetz action. We also explain an isomorphism between 
5u(l, 1，K) and so(Ri’o 0 K) in this thesis. 
Chapter 2 
Preliminaries 
In this chapter, we will review some facts to be used later. We will state them 
without proofs or at most with sketches except those that cannot be read from 
the references directly. 
Although a Clifford algebra could be defined on a general field, we always 
assume the filed /c to be M or C in this thesis. 
Also, we denote by K either M, C or H in Section 2.1. Hope this will not bring 
the confusion with the complex structure K in the thesis. 
In addition, we make the following assumptions in this thesis: 
i) A k-algebra always has the unit 1, and is always finite dimensional; it is 
always assumed to be associative unless otherwise stated. 
ii) K(n) always means n x n matrices with entries in K. 
iii) 0 always means 0k unless otherwise stated. 
2.1 Clifford Algebras 
Let V be a vector space of dimension n over k. 
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Definition 2.1.1. A quadratic form on V is a function Q : V ——> k defined by 
Q{y) = B(v, v), where B(-, •) : V x V ——> k is a symmetric bilinear map. 
Clearly, we have Q{Xv) = X'^Q(v) and B{vi,v2) = l[Q(vi-hV2)-Q{vi)-Q{v2)] 
for any X £ k and any v, vi, V2 G V. 
Hence, we will often refer to Q (or B) only by identifying them according 
to the equality as above. Furthermore, Q is called non-degenerate if B is non-
degenerate. We only consider non-degenerate quadratic forms in the thesis. 
Example 2.1.1. k = R]V = M". Then there exists a basis {v i , • • • , Vn} such 
n 
that Vx = ajjVj, (^(x) — xf-l x^ - ajJ+i _ … _ where r + s = n. 
In this case, we say that Q is of type (r, s). 
Example 2.1.2. /c = C; V" 二 C". Then there exists a basis {v i , • • • , Vn} such 
n 
that Vz = X；勺Vj, Q(z)=巧2 + . . . + 
Denote the tensor algebra by 
oo 
T^iy) = where ® � V = /c’ ^ ' V = . 
r = 0 ‘ 厂 ‘ 
r copies 
Denote the ideal in T(V) generated by all elements of the form v<S>v + Q(v)l 
by 
I(Q) = {v^v + Q(v)l I G V � . 
Definition 2.1.2. The Clifford algebra Cl{V, Q) (associated to V and Q) is 
an associative algebra with unit defined by Cl{V, Q) = T{V)/X{Q). 
If A: = E and g is of type (r’s), we write Clr,s = Cl{V,Q). While for the 
special cases 5 = 0 and r = 0, we write 三 Cln’o and CI:三 C7o’„ respectively. 
If k = C, we write C/„ 三 Cl(V, Q). 
Prom [13], we can naturally view V as a linear subspace of Cl(V, Q), then we 
have the following proposition: 
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Proposition 2.1.1. Let A be a k-algebra，and let f : V ——A he a linear map 
such that f{v) • f{v) = —Q{v)l for all v E V. Then f can be uniquely extended 
to a k-algebra homomorphism f : Cl{V, Q)——> A. 
In fact, we can use generators to describe Cl{V, Q) just as follows: 
Example 2.1.3. Clr�s is isomorphic to a R-algebra generated by {ei, • • • , e^+s} 
subject to the relations: 
( 
{ e ] = - 1 , if j < r 
-2(%， i f i < r 
or equivalently, ef == 1, li j > r • 
2 � ’ i f j ' � r • � . 
eiCj = -ejei, it z j 
\ 
Similarly, Cln is isomorphic a C-algebra generated by {ei, • • • , subject to the 
relations: CiCj + ejCi = —2Sij for any 
Example 2.1.4. a) Cli = C:ei = ； 
b) C/2 = H ： ei = / ’ 62 二 6162 = IJ = K)\ 
( r \ ( l \ 
c) C l l ^ R e R = : ei = ； 
\ ^ / V " V 
( l \ [ l \ ( l \ 
d) Cll ^ M(2) : ei = , 62 - 6162 = )； 
\ " V 乂 1 乂 V / 
/ l \ ( l \ 
e) C/i.i ^ R ( 2 ) : ei = ’ e2 二 . 
V - 1 / V - V 
In fact, there are the following "periodicity" isomorphisms (c.f. [13]): 
Theorem 2.1.1. For all n>0, we have 
a) Cln+8,0 = Cln,Q 0 C/g.O ’ C/o.n+8 = Clo,n ® C/o,8 ’ Clr,s 0 C7i’i 竺 ； 
b) a „ + 2 ^ Cln <S)C CI2 • 
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We can then compute all Clr,s and all Cln, some of which are listed in the 
following table (where we denote by 0^K(m) = K(m) © K(m)): 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Clnfi C H ©2H M(2) C(4) R(8) E(16) 
C7o’n � 2 股 ] R ( 2 ) C(2) IHI(2) 0211(2) H(4) C(8) M(16) 
Cln ®2c C(2) ©2C(2) C(4) ©2(^(4) C(8) e2C(8) E(16) 
Ch,n M(2) 02^(2) M(4) C(4) H(4) 02^(4) e (8 ) C(16) 
Cln,n M(2) M(4) R(8) R(16) E(32) M(64) ]R(128) R(256) 
We can note that Clr,s is always of the form K(2") or K ( 2 " ) � K ( 2 " ) . Therefore 
the representation of Clr,s is particularly simple due to the following fact (c.f. 
[14])： 
Theorem 2.1.2. Each (finite dimensional) representation K(n) is completely 
reducible. The natural representation of K(n) on the vector space K " is up to 
equivalence, the only irreducible real representation of K(n). Furthermore, the 
algebra K(n) 0 K(n) has exactly two equivalence classes of the irreducible real 
representations. They are given by 
fi{<Pu^2)三 fi^i) and = 
Remark 1. If K = C； and replace “real" with ^'complex" in the theorem, then 
the statement is still true. 
Due to the "periodicity" theorem, we know all Clr�s and all Cln, together with 
the theorem as above, we can have: 
Theorem 2.1.3. Let ^n denote the number of inequivalent irreducible real 
and complex representations of Clr�s cmd C/„ respectively. Then 
f 2 ， i f r - 5 = 3 (mod4) 
= < 
t 1, otherwise 
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and 
� I 2, if n is odd 
^n = S . 
I 1, if n is even 
2.2 Spin Representation and Spinor Bundles 
There is a special element in Aut(C/(y, Q)) that is also denoted by a, which 
extends the involution a on V defined by a � = - v . 
We have the decomposition: Cl{V, Q) = Cf(V, Q), where CP(V, Q)= 
Definition 2.2.1. The Pin group of (V, Q) is the group generated by the ele-
ments V E V with Q{v) = 士 1 denoted by Pin(V, Q) = {v | = ± 1 � . The as-
sociated Spin group of(V, Q) is defined by Spin(V, Q) = Pin{y, Q)门670(7’ Q). 
U k = R and Q is the type of (r,s) or particularly (n,0), we denote them 
(similarly to the case of C/(V, Q)) respectively by Pin{r, s), Spin(r, s), Pin{n) 
and Spin{n). 
We only give some properties of the group that we are concerned with in the 
thesis (c.f. [6] and [13] for the details wherever we skip the proof): 
Proposition 2.2.1. a) Spin(r, s) is a Lie group. Furthermore, Spin{n) is 
(simply connected) connected when n>2 (n > 3). 
b) There is a 2-fold homomorphism p with Kerp = ±1 : 
p : Spin{r, s)——^ 50(r, s)； 
(p I~> p^, where p^ : W^ ^ W ]v ipvip''^. 
It is clear that the 2-fold homomorphism p will induce an isomorphism between 
their Lie algebras p, : spin(r, s) >• 5o(r, s). We will show the isomorphism in 
detail. 
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We can describe Clr,s with generators {ei, • • •，e^} as in Example 2.1.3. Then 
Spin(r, s)=—丨 Q(Vi) = ±1’0(?；2) = ±1〉. 
Note that c o s h 力 = s i n h t = ^ ^， t h e n cosh^ t - sinh^t = 1. 
Denote 
f 
—ei cos t + ej sin t, if 1 < z < j < r 
\ j ( f ) = a cos t + Cj sin t, i fr + l < z < j < r + s . 
—ei cosh t + Cj sinh t, i f l < i < r < j < r + s{= n) 
Note that Q{%j(t)) = ±1 for any 1 < i < j < n and for any t e R; it is then 
clear that for all i < j , 
A ~ ” � f cos t + CiCj sin 力 ， i f l < z < j < r o r r + l < z < j < r + s 
7 i ) � 二 er7y � = < . 
t cosh t + eiCj sinh t, i f l < z < r < j < r + s(= n) 
is a smooth path in Spin(r, s) passing through the unit 1 (when t = 0). Hence, 
{eiCj =羞 ( 7 i ’ j � ) “ = 0 i < j} are all (linear independent) elements of 5pin(r, s). 
Therefore Span{eiej \ i < j} is an "(“之““丄)-dimensional subspace of spin(r, s). As 
spin(r, s) is isomorphic to so(r，s)，dim 5pin(r, s) = dim so(r, s)=咖之一” • Hence, 
5pin(r, s) =Span{eiej | i < j). 
Moreover , is in fact a one-parameterized subgroup of Spin{r, s) for all 
i < j . We discuss p卞、州： ~ > R"； e^  p ) “ � ( e k ) in different cases: 
a) Case 1 < i < j < r] then 
P'yi,j{t){^k) = (cosi + CiCj smt)ek{cost + eiCj sint)"^ 
= ( c o s t + eiCj sin t)ek{cos t — eiCj sin t) ( 
efc， if /c7^i， j 
= \ Ci cos 2t + ej sin 2t, ii k = i . 
ej cos 2t — ei sin 2t, if /c = j 
Hence, we can compute 
•�(efc))L=o = 2 知 iCj — = 2{Eji — Eij){ek). 
Therefore, p^icicj) = 2{Eji - Eij), iil<i<j <r. 
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b) Case r + 1 < i < j < r + s; we do the same computation and then we have 
Pii,j{t)i^k) — (cos t + Ciej sin it)e -^(cos t — CiCj sin t) < 
Gk, iikj^ i j 
= \ e^  cos 2t — Cj sin 2t, lik = i • 
Cj cos 2t + ei sin 2t, if k = j 
Hence, we can compute 
=-说ki^j + 26kjei = 2{-Eji + Eij){ek). 
Therefore, p^iciCj) = 2{Eij - Eji), if r + 1 < i < j < r + s. 
c) Case 1 < z < r < j < r + 5； again, we do the same computation and then 
we have 
Pii,j{t){^k) = (cosh t + CiCj sinh^)efc(cosh t + e^ej sinh 
= ( c o s h t + eiCj sinh t) Ck (cosh t — e^ej sinh t) 
f 
ek, likj^iJ 
= < Ci cosh 2t + ej sinh 2t, if k = i . 
ej cosh 2t + ei sinh 2t, if /c — j 
Hence, we can compute 
=说 kiej + 25ujei = 2{Eji + Eij){ek). 
Therefore, p八eiCj) = 2{Eij + Eji), if 1 < z < r < j < r + s. 
We have explicitly written down the image of a basis of spin(r, s), which is easily 
seen to be a basis of so{r, s) as shown in next section. 
Before defining the spin representations, let me introduce a lemma first. 
Lemma 2.2.1. 
a) When r—s 三 3 {modA), the only two inequivalent irreducible representations 
of Clr,s will become equivalent if restricted to Cl^g. 
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b) When n is odd, the only two inequivalent irreducible representations ofCln 
will become equivalent if restricted to Cl^. 
Proof(Sketch): 
a) Take the notation as in Example 2.1.3，and denote to = ei - • • Cr+s- Due to 
r — s 三 3 (mod 4), we can deduce uj"^ = 1 and r + s is odd. 
Denote Cl^^ = 士 � ) T h e n = Cl^y, and one can deduce 
that Clr,s can be decomposed as a direct sum Clr�s 二 CV；!^^  © of iso-
morphic subalgebras. 
By looking into f{u) = 士 Id, one can deduce that the two inequivalent 
irreducible representations of Clr�s differ by the automorphism a. 
Hence, they are equivalent when restrict to Cl^g, due to 
c i l = e C / + e C I - , I ^ G C / + } . 
b) Denote c^ c = [宇 jei . •. e„; the argument is then similar to a). 
Therefore, we can well define the spin representations as follow: 
Definition 2.2.2. The real spin representation of Spin{r, s) is the homo-
morphism Ar,s ： Spin{j\ s)——> GL{S) given by restricting an irreducible real 
representation Clr�s — Hom^{S, S) to Spin{r, s) C C Clr,s. 
Definition 2.2.3. The complex spin representation of Spin{r, s) is the ho-
momorphism A^^ : Spin{r^ s)——GLc{S) given by restricting an irreducible 
complex representation Cln —> Homc(S, S) to Spin(r, s) C C Cln-
For convenience, we always assume X to be a connected oriented manifold (of 
n-dimension). 
Let {Q,7r,X] SO{r, s)) denote an 50(r , s)-pnncipal bundle over X. 
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Definition 2.2.4. A Spin(r,s) structure on the principal bundle Q is a pair 
subject to P is a Spin{r, s)-principal bundle over X and ^ : P Q is a 
2-fold covering satisfying ^{pg) = for all p E P and all g G Spin{r, s). 
Definition 2.2.5. Let E be an orientable vector bundle over X with structure 
group SO(r, s). We call that E admits a Spin{r, s) structure iff its associated 
principal SO{r, s)-bundle Pso admits a Spin(r, s) structure {Pspim 0 -
There are topological obstructions for the existences. For the case SO{r, s)= 
50(n) , it is well-known that E admits a spin structure if and only if W2{E) = 0 
(ci . [13]), where W2 is the second Stiefel-Whitney class. In general, it is more 
complicated. We would like to follow the statement of M. Gualtieri (c.f. [8]), who 
cited the result of M. Karoubi in [12]. 
Theorem 2.2.1. The 50(r , s) bundle E over X admits a Spin{r, s) structure if 
and only if W2(JE+) = W2(E—)，where (resp. E~) is a maximal positive (resp. 
negative) definite subbundle of E. 
Definition 2.2.6. Let E be a vector bundle over X that admits a Spin{r, s) 
structure (Pspin, 0 • Then S(E) = Pspin XAr,s S is called the (associated) real 
spinor bundle of E, and SciE) = Pspin x^c^ S is called the (associated) com-
plex spinor bundle of E, where A^.s, Ajj^ are the real and the complex spin 
representation of Spin{r, s) respectively. 
2.3 Normed Division Algebras 
Let A be a finite dimensional real algebra that could be non-associative. 
Definition 2.3.1. A is a division algebra if for any a^b E A, ab = 0 a = 0 
or b = 0. 
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Definition 2.3.2. A is a normed (division) algebra if A is a normed vector 
space with ||a6|| = ||a|| . ||6||. 
This implies that any normed (division) algebra K is a division algebra and 
that ||1|| 二 1. Furthermore, the norm || • || on K is in fact from an (real) inner 
product (c.f. [1]) with the relation {x, y) = l{\\x + yf - ||a:||2 — ||y||2). 
Naturally, we identify the unit 1 in K with 1 G R. Define the embedding 
of M in K to be the real parts ReK; and define the imaginary parts of K. to be 
Im(K) = {a E K I (a, 1) = 0}. Then each rc G K has a unique decomposition: 
X = where Xi G ReK, x' G ImK. The conjugation of x is then defined by 
X* = Xi — x' ( = 2{x, 1) — x). 
Clearly, we have 
1* = 1] a* = -aya G ImK; (x*)* = x^x e K. 
At first, we give the following lemma with a brief proof (c.f. [18]): 
Lemma 2.3.1. 
a) \/xuX2,y e K, {xiy,x2y) = (xi,x2)\\y\\'^ = (yxi,yx2). 
b) Va;i,X2,2/i,?/2 e K, {xiyux2y2) + (xiy2,x2yi) = 2{xi,x2)(yuy2)-
In particular, let xi = yi, y2 = 1, then one has 
{xl,X2) + (a：!, 2:2X1) = 2 (0:1,0:2) (a；!, 1). 
c) Vx e K, - 2(x, l)x + ||a;||2 = 0. 
d) V:c，yeK，xy + yx- 2{x, l)y - 2{y, l)x + 2(x, y) = 0. 
Proof: 
a) The first (similarly for second) equality comes from the following two equal-
ities: 
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+ X2yf = \\xiyf + \\x2yf + 2{xiy, X2y), 
11:^ 12/ + X2yr = Iki + 幻 l|2|M|2 = + ||a;2|p + 2(xi, a:2))lblP. 
b) Replace y with y\+y2 in the first equality of a), and then reduce the equality. 
c) Use a), b) to show {x^ - 2{x, l)x + = 0,Vy G K. 
Hence, x^ - 2(x, l)x + ||a;|p = 0. 
d) Replace x with rr + y in c), and then reduce the equality. 
With some direct computation, we will deduce some more properties of the 
conjugation operator * as follows: 
Proposition 2.3.1. 
a) Va; G K, ||a;||2 = xx^ = x*x. 
b) Vx,p e K, (xy)* = y*x*. 
c) Va:,2/ E K, {x,y) = Rexy* = Rea:* /^. 
d) e K, {xy, z) = (y,x*z). 
Here are some normed algebras that we are familiar with: 
a) K = R. 
Vx e M, its norm is defined to be the absolute value ||a:|| = |x|; and its 
conjugation is just the identity map x* = x. 
b) K = C. 
Its norm is just defined to be the usual one 
M l : C — = a + 6x/=T II^ II 全 N/^^T^ , 
with the conjugation 
* : C ~~> C-,z = a-\- bV^ I~> z* = a- . 
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c) K = IHI, which is called the (Hamilton) quaternion. 
Its norm is defined to be 
II • II : M >E.;q = a + bI-^cJ + d K ^ ||g|| = v V + + c2 + , 
where / , J, K are three complex structure the underlying real space IK = IR4 
subject to the relation IJ = K�with the conjugation 
• : IH > e； q = a +hi + cJ + dK \~~> q* = q = a - bl - cJ - dK. 
Remark 2. The normed algebras M, C, M are all associative. However, a normed 
algebra could be non-associative; e.g., the octonion (Cayley number) O. In fact, 
R, C, H, O are the only normed algebras (up to isomorphisms) by the result of 
Hurwitz. However, we will avoid the classification theorem in the thesis. 
Remark 3. Although we will only consider the associated normed algebras in the 
thesis, most of the constructions that involve a normed algebra K will still work 
after some reasonable modification for the possible non-associativity o/K. 
Chapter 3 
Associated Representations on 
八 
3.1 Exterior Forms and Spinors 
Let V be an m-dimensional real vector space, let V* be the dual space of V. 
There is a natural symmetric bilinear form Q on V ® V* defined by 
Q(x + y + 77)4 + ^ + + 
It is clear that Q is a type of (m,m). 
In fact, we can take a basis {JCi,…，Xn} of V, and then take the dual basis 
{dx^,. •.，dx"^} of V* where dx^(Xj) = Then with the basis {e^, ej+m}工i of 
V 0 V*, where ej — dx^ + Xj�Cj+rn = dx^ - Xj, j = 1,... , m, one has: 
2m 
a=l 
We can then define a “ natural" linear map from V to Hom(5', S), where 
S = 八 卞 ’ given by 
(入+0.(^全€八(/? — i x M , where X eV.^eV* and (/? G 八 
Remark 4. It seems that defining�X + Q i = 仏 + ix{}f) would be more 
natural. While we use the former definition in order to make it compatible with 
15 
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the construction of Clifford algebras at the beginning of the thesis. 
Note that 
+ = ^ A (C A - ix{^)) - M p -
=-{ixO^ 
Indeed, this is extended to a representation of Cl{y ® V*, Q) = Clm,m (due 
to Proposition 2.1.1). In fact, Clm,m has the standard generators {e^ | a 二 
1,- • • ,2m}. 
Furthermore, Clm,m —股(2爪)(according to the table) acts nontrivially on 
the 2�dimensional vector space S = /\' V*, therefore it acts on S irreducibly. 
Hence, we get the real spin representation of Spin{V ® V*, Q) = Spin(m,m) by 
restricting Clm’m to Spin{m,m). 
Hence, each element in SO{V © V*) could act on 八* via the spin repre-
sentation and this is what we will do in next section. 
Remark 5. Here we have taken the canonical orientation ofV^V* as in [8]: 
Identify 0 V*) = A爪V 0 A'"!/* with R by u<S>v* \~> det{v*(uj)), where 
w = l i iA. •. e 八爪 and v* = ViA--'AVm G 八T h e n the number 1 € R 
defines a canonical orientation onV^ V*, and we are just taking it as above. 
3.2 Direct Calculations 
The natural representation of GL{V) on V induces a representation on V* defined 
by (A • = . X), where A G GL{V),( e V\X e V. Therefore it 
induces a natural representation on /\* V*. 
Consider the representation 
GL(V) X y © —^ 1/ e y*； A • (X + 0 = A • X + A • e 
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It is then clear that GL{V) preserve the canonical orientation on V ® V*. 
Moreover, we know that 
(A -Oi^'X) = «e(x)’ V A G ev\xev-
Hence, we have Q ( A - ( X + 0> ^ - ( ^ + 77)) = + for any A G GL(V) 
and any J^C 4- + 77 G 1/ e 1/*. 
That is, we can embed GL(V) into SO{V © diagonally. We would like to 
involve an inner product on V, which will bring us much convenience. 
Suppose V is endowed an inner product g{-, •), and suppose an orientation 
on V is taken. We can then refer to SO(V). It is sufficient to look into the 
representation of its Lie algebra s o � . W e may also denote by {Xi , • • • ,Xm} 
an orthogonal basis with respect to 没(•，•). VA G 5o{V), A • {Xi , • • • , X ^ } = 
{J^i, . . . , Xm}{Aij) with Aij = —Aji. Then it induces an action on y* by A • 
{dx\ …，dx"^} = {dx\ …’ dx饥卵where (Bij) = -(Ajf = (Aij) = A. 
Hence, A • ej = A - {Xj + dx^) = A^jXk + Akjdx^ = AkjSk. Similarly, A • 
( a \ 
ej+m = Akjek+m- That is, A . {ei, •. •，e2m} = {ei, . ••’ e2m} • Using 
V A ) 
1 ( A \ 
the isomorphism defined in Section 2.2, we get an element // := ) 
V ^J 
in spin(m,m). Therefore we could get an induced action A* (p defined by fj, • (p 
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via the spin representation on S as follows: 
" • W = 臺 Yl ^iji^i+mej+m - eiCj) • (f 
l<i<j<m 
= I Yl ^ijiidx' + Xi){dx' + Xj) - {dx' - Xi){dx' - Xj)) • if 
l<i<j<m 
= Aij6ij(p + AijQ-dsP + docUxj^f) 
l<i<j<m l<i<j<m 
= Aijdbc^^ /\ix… 
l<ij<m 
m 
= A • if. 
As we have shown, the action of so(V^) constructed via the spin representation 
is exactly the same as the usual action of so(l^) on 八* V*. Hence, so is SO{V). 
Furthermore, we could restrict SO{V) to a compact subgroup G that preserves 
some additional structures. Once we find some Lie subalgebra £ in soiV ® V*) 
that £ commutes with G, then we could obtain an action on /\* V* of Lie algebra 
£ via the spin representation such that it commutes with the action of G on 
A* V*. Clearly, the more structures to be preserved by G, the larger £ will be. 
Next, we will look for such £ by direct calculations. We would like to point out 
that all the calculations are essentially based on the corresponding structures, 
although we interpret them in terms of real matrices. 
Case 1: G = SO{V). 
If M { X i ， … ， X 爪’ c ^ i ’ . . . = { X i ’ - . . ’；^ 爪’ 0?0：1，…，c/;r^}(il%)，then 
it is easy to show that 
M commutes w i t h 5 0 ( y ) and lie m5o(V ® V*) (M^) = ( ). 
V -aim J 
Case 2: G = U{V). 
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f JXj = Yj 
Suppose V can be endowed a complex structure < = ,n; 
I JYj = -Xj 
and then suppose g is Hermitian, i.e., g[JX, JY) = giJC�Y"), X,Y £ V. 
Let G be the group of endomorphisms preserving the Hermitian product g. 
( - A 2 \ 
That is, G = consists of matrices in SO[V) with the form 
V A 2 / 
under the basis { X i , … ， Y i , - • • , Yn, dx^,.. . ob", dy\ . . . , dy^} which we de-
note by {X, Y, dX, dY} for simplicity. We always refer to an endomorphisms of 
V in terms of matrices in IR(4n) relative to this basis. Also, we do not 
� I -A2 \ 
distinguish the complex matrix Ai-\-y/—l A2 and the real matrix . 
V J 
We now consider those endomorphisms that commute with all elements in 
/ Ml M2 \ ( Mij M20 \ 
U{V). For any such element M = G R(4n),Mj == , 
M^ j \ Msj M^j y 
AM = MA,\/AeU(V) AMj. = Mj.�V“S"0(2n)nGL(n，C);j = l’2’3，4; 
( 
AiMij - A2M3J = MijAi + M2jA2 
AiM2j - A2M4J = -MijA2 + M2jAi • 
成 Mij_ + AiMzj = MsjAi + M^jA2 
A2M2j + AiM4j = -M^jA2 + M^jAi 
In particular, let Ai = 0, A2 = In, we know Mij = M4力 M2j = -M^j . 
Therefore, we can view Mj as an n x n complex matrix, and the only complex 
matrices that commute with all unitary matrices are the scaler matrices Zjin , zj = 
dj + bjy/—l . 
Next, we consider all such M that preserve the quadratic form Q on V © V*. 
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That is, in terms of the real matrix: 
丨 ai/n -hiln CL2ln 一b^Jn \ f ^n 
6i/„ ailn hin 0,2ln h 
CLsIn -hIn 辽山-hJn In 
\ b^In Cl^In h^In Oj/^ 乂乂 
( ^n \ f Cliln biln a^In b 山 � 
_ In -biln ailn -hIn 3^-^71 ~~ • 
In CL2ln hIn C^In 64 
\ ^n ) \ -hlji CL2ln —hIn 辽山 
By computation, we have 
( 2(12 0 ai + (24 —61 + 64� 
0 2(22 石 1 - � ai + / \ 
ai + a4 61-64 2^ 3 0 V 
�—hi + 64 ai + a4 0 2^ 3 乂 
Hence, 
02 = 0, as = 0’ ai = —04, 61 = 64. 
Therefore 
^ -biln 0 - 6 2 / n � 
biln aJn hIn 0 ( + b2\/^In 
M = = . 
0 -bsin -Chin —bJn \ bsy/^In (-tti + 
\ hIn 0 hIn -aJn 
( l 2 n - h n \ , 
Denote T = . Then under the basis { e i , … , e 4 „ } of F © V*, 
� l 2 n j 
where ej = dx^ + Xj, e^ +n = dy^ + Yj, ej+2n = dx�一 Xj,ej+3n = dy^ - Yj, 
j = 1，…,n, the relative matrix of M is 
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丨 0 -2b 卞 hjn -aJn � 
M = T-^MT= 0 甲 A — a 山 . 
-aJn 甲 / „ 0 
乂 —aJn 26 卞 勿 / n • j 
Denote by 
( \ ( , _ \ / \ / , _ \ 
r — ( 0 0 0 - 只 I n 口 _ -In 0 广一 y/^In 0 
Ij — 5 A — , M = , O = . 
V y/^In 0 ) \ 0 0 ) 0 In) 0 x /^/n ) 
It is then clear that 
a) {L, A, H, C} form a basis of all those matrices that commute with U(n) and 
lie in 
b) {L, A, H} is a canonical basis of the Lie algebra s�(2，E). 
c) C commutes with the Lie algebra s[(2, E) spanned by {L, A, H}. 
d) Under the basis {ei,...，e4n}, (L, A, H, C} will respectively correspond to 
^ ^ -In 0 In\ ( 0 In 0 4 ^ 
In 0 -In 0 ~ , -/n 0 • 
0 -In 0 In 0 -In 0 —In 
�In 0 —In 0 J \ In 0 4 0 / 
< 0 • /„ 0 � f 0 -In 0 0 � 
只— 0 0 0 In In 0 0 0 
/„ 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 4 
y 0 /n 0 0 y \ 0 0 4 0 y 
e) In terms of complex matrices, we can write them as 
/ \ ( \ ( \ ( \ 
J 1 iln - i l n 7 1 —iln —Un fy 0 4 ^ lln 0 
二 5 ，八=5 , H = , C = . 
\ iln -iln y iln Hn j \ 4 0 J ( 0 iln 
One can note that {L, A, H, C} is a basis of the Lie algebra u(l, 1). 
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Remark 6. It should be pointed out that all the endomorphisms determined by 
those matrices as above make sense. We have identified V* with V by using the 
inner product. We will show the details in next section. 
Hence, we could construct an action of u(l, 1) on 八• via the spin repre-
sentation such that it commutes with the action of U{y). We will apply this 
later. 
Case 3: G = Sp(V). 
Suppose V can be endowed three complex structures I, J, K with IJ = K, 
and suppose g is quaternion: g(IX, lY) = Y) = g{JX, JY), N X�Y e V. 
Let G be the group of endomorphisms preserving the quaternion product g, that 
is, G = Sp{V) preserves the inner product and commute with these three complex 
structures. 
We could take an orthogonal basis {Xi ’ i ’ • •. ’ 而’ n’ … ’ -^4,1,... , • 4^’n, } of 
V, simply denoted by {Xi,X2, X^, X4}, such that under this basis, / , J, K are 
respectively of the form: 
— In —In —In 
In In 一 In 
1 1 ‘ 
— I n In In 
\ In ) \ -I几 J \ 
Then each A G Sp{V) must be a matrix in SO(An) with the form: 
( - A 2 -A3 -A4� 
A2 Ai A4 -As 
成 - A 4 Ai A2 
^ A4 A3 / 
With respect to I, Sp(V) C l/(V), due to Case 2，know that all endomor-
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phisms of the form ( ^ ^^ ) ^^ with the relative 
\ 63\/^/2n ( - a i + bi\/^)l2n 
basis {XuXs, X2, X4, dX\dX\ dX"^} oiV will commute with all el-
(A \ 
ements in U{V), and therefore will commute with all where A G 
V ^J 
Sp(V). Then in terms of matrices relative to {Xi,X2, X3, X4, cJX3’ dX"^}, 
,, , ((ai + 6iz)/2n hihn \ , we can write them as or the rorm , where we 
\ hihn ( -ai + 6i0^2n / 
(ain —bin 0 0 、 
, � bin aIn 0 0 
denote (a+6z)/2„ by a 4nx4n real matrix of the form . 
0 0 aIn 一 bin 
\ 0 0 bin aIn / 
That is, we obtain a class of endomorphisms. 
Similarly, with respect to J, Sp{V) C U(V), we can consider matrices of the 
form ( j � ^ , where we denote {a + hj)l2n by a real 
\ hjhn (-ai + 6ij)/2n 
(a I n 0 -bl几 0 、 
0 aIn bin 
matrix of the form . And with respect to K, we 
bin 0 aIn 0 
\ 0 -bin 0 aIn J 
. , “ L r ( («1 + hkhn � , 
can consider matrices 01 the form , where we 
乂 hkhn ( -a i + bik)l2n ) 
^ aIn 0 0 -bin� 
0 aIn -bin 0 
denote {a + bi)l2n by a real matrix of the form . 
0 bin aIn 0 
Y bin 0 0 aIn ) 
Therefore we can obtain such a class of endomorphisms in terms of matrices 
relative to the basis {X i , X2, X3, X4, dX^, dX"^, dX\ dX'^}. 
f 0 0\ ( 0 -iihn \ 
Denote L^ = I , A^ = , ^ = z, j , k. One can then 
V IJihn 0 / V 0 0 J 
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note that all the endomorphisms that we consider as above form a Lie algebra 
5p(l, 1) that is generated by {Li, Lj.，Lfc, Ai, A),八知}. 
Remark 7. With the same method using in Case 2, one can shown that these 
are all the endomorphisms in 5o{V 0 V*) that commute with Sp{V). 
3.3 u(l, 1，K) Action on 1/ © F* 
So far, we have shown by direct calculations that there is a u(l, 1) action in-
side 5o(2n, 2n) commuting with U(n), and that there is a sp(l, 1) action inside 
so(4n, 4n) commuting with Sp(n). We are now going to show that they are nat-
urally and essentially from the structure of the corresponding normed algebra. 
Let K be an associative normed algebra. 
Let V = K" be a bi-module of K with rank n. An inner product on ^ is a 
(real) inner product satisfying: 
(a-X,a-Y) = {X,Y)\\af = {X • a,Y • a),\/X,Y e G K. 
It is then natural to consider both left K-linear maps and right K-linear maps: 
each left K-linear map A G Horn会(V"，V) acts on the right (of a basis of V) in terms 
of a matrix A with entries in K, and each right K-linear map B G Horn仏V’ V) 
acts on the left (of a basis of V) in terms of a matrix B with entries in K. 
The bi-module structure on V naturally induces a bi-module structure on V* : 
Va,/? GK , V^G (a • • P){X)全 ^(a* • X .々 •)，VX G K 
And A e Uom^{V,V) induces an action on T/* defined by (A(O)PO = 
where A* is the left K-linear map of V with the relative matrix A* = (a*^)^ (under 
the fixed basis of V). 
Remark 8. It seems that to define the bi-module on V* by {a • ^ • l3){X)= 
^(P • X • a) might be more natural. Also, it might be more natural to defined the 
induced action of an invertible map A to be {A{0){X) 二 However, 
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we did a little modification as above. Once we come to what we are concern with 
finally，when some K-product is involved, all the things will be compatible. 
With the induced action, A will then diagonally act on as left-K linear 
maps. It is then quite obvious that all those (right K-)linear maps, which are 
induced by multiplying as "left K-module" (as shown later), will commute with 
all the left K-linear maps A. In order to make them be an action on 八 
the only thing that we remain to do is just to find those leaving the symmetric 
form on © y* invariant among them. And the best way is to interpret all real 
products in terms of some K-products. 
In order to make the key point clear, we would like to begin with 1/ = K. 
There is a K—product (•，•)£: Vk x Vk ~ K satisfying 
a) y x ^ Y e v , ( X , y ) l = ( y , X ) i , � X ’ Y ) = Re(x,y)^； 
b) y X . Y e V, VaGK, {a -X ,Y)L = ( 4 ( X ’ a . y ) L = (X,Y)L-a*) . 
In fact, we can take (x, y)L = xy* in this case. Then those left K-linear maps on 
V named U{V, K), which leave the K-product invariant, will automatically lie in 
SO{V) with respect to the underlying real space. 
We now consider the (right K-)linear maps that commute with U(V, K) as 
described before. There is another K-product (.’ .）: Vk x Vk ~ ^ K (defined by 
(工’ y) = x*y) satisfying 
a) y x ^ Y e v , ( X , Y ) = ( y ,；0 • ’ � X ’ y > = Re(x,y)； 
b) G y, VaGK, (X,Y-a) = [X,Y)-a ( [X-a.Y) = 
Using this K-product, we can naturally identify the dual space V^ = H o r n 怠 K ) 
with Vk hyiPK-.V ••> V^; X h gx = {X, .)• Note that [a-X,Y) = (X, a*-Y), 
one could easily check that a • ^x = (a X ‘ 
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Using the (real) inner product, we can identify V* with V by : V ~>• V^ *; 
X I——^x = • }• And then we can interpret the symmetry form on y ® y* by 
Q i X . Y ) = 0 = Q ( � , = QUx ,y) = l ( X , V ) . 
Similarly, we can define a K-product Qk ： (Vk ® ^k) x (^k ® Vk) > K 
subject to 
a) y u , w e v k e = QK(w,uy] 
b) v x , y e y , v^,77g t^k*，Qk{x, y) = o = g^K, 
c) v y G y, v^ = Cx G = 
Therefore we can interpret Q as the real part of Qk-
Now, we begin to consider those (right K-)linear maps which are induced by-
multiplying as "left IK-module". If we are dealing with two copies of V, then 
those right K-linear maps coming from the left K-module structure are of the 
form B(X) = PiX + B(y ) = P3X + jS^Y, where X, B(X) belong to the first 
factor and Y, B (y ) belongs to the second factor. Here, the additions make sense 
because we have already identified the two copies of V with K"' by fixing a basis. 
However, it is Vk © VJJ that we are going to deal with. Although we cannot add 
jdiX + directly, it is reasonable to view it as j3iX + for the addition due 
to the correspondence = = /^SsV- The case for B(F) is similar. 
Therefore we only need to look into those matrices in Mat(2, K) that leave the 
real quadratic form Q invariant. We just consider them on the level of Lie algebra. 
That is, to find all those such that Re(QiK(Bzi,^) + ^ k K ® ^ ) ) = e 
We write | ®(叉）二 + 伪 &， V X G 14，V^z G V^ ’ where ft- G K’ V j. 
I mz) = P^x 
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ThenVX eVi, 
QK(B(X + ^z), y + Qk(X + + ^w}) 
=Qk(PiX + (hZ + Mx + P4 “ , ^ + + PiY + P2W + My + 
=Qk(PiX + P2Z�^w) + QK{Mx + Mz. Y) + MY + ^AM + QkKZ,^^ + 伪 
a) Let X = = 0, Z ^ 0, we have 
0 = Re(0 + Y) + 0-h Q i c f e , PiY)) 
二 R e ( ( " 4 奶 + ("；%”） 
二 Re((A + /?nZ，^). 
In particular, let Y = (/?4 + we have: 
0 = Re(||/?4+A1|2(Z’ Z)) = ||A+«I|2 = 0. 
b) Let X = Y = 0,Z we have 
0 = + 0 + 0 + QK{^zJ2W)) 
=Re{{W,P2Zr + {Z,p2W)) 
=Re{{p2 + P;)Z,W)). 
In particular, let = ( " 2 + 如 Z ’ we can deduce = 0’ i . e.，G ImK. 
c) Let Z = W = 0,X 0, we can deduce that "3 G ImK similarly. 
f Pi P2 \ 
On the other hand, it is easy to check any such map with the form 
\P3 -PI J 
in terms of matrix, where /?2, Ps G ImK, /5i G K will satisfy the condition as above. 
Hence, we have got all such maps. 
Moreover, these maps in fact form a Lie algebra u(l, 1,K). 
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To see this, it is essential to look into the case Vk = K, as each I3j acts on Vk 
or V^ diagonally (after fixing a basis). Take “1” as the natural basis of Vk, and 
take = (1’ •) as the basis of V^, where {x,y) = x*y. Then with respect to the 
,0 1、 
basis {1,^1} of Vk ® Qk is of the form . Also with respect to this 
V 1 0 / basis, maps that leave Qk invariant are matrices such that 
(Pi / ? 2 � ( � l ) + ( � " 2 ) * = � 
V /?3 /?4 A 1 0 J V I 0 y V /?3 / • 
That is, 
~ V /?4 / V PI ) V + (h + K J. 
Hence, (h ^ ImK, = -的 .T h a t is, such maps B's as before, which leave 
the real quadratic form Q, in fact form a Lie algebra u(l, 1, K). And this fact will 
become more precise if one considers (^ k with respect to the basis {1 + €1’ 1 - f i } 
of e Vi. 
In general, it seems not so obvious to show there exist K-products on V with 
the properties as above. However, once there do exist, we can then do the same 
procedure as above. Therefore we know the u(l, 1,K) action on V 0 VjJ. It is 
indeed the case if ^ = C" or y = M". 
Example 3.3.1. 1/ = C", 
In this case, K = C is commutative, z eC acts on V by multiplying on the 
left is the same as on the right. That is, we can write it as matrix of the form 
(ain —bin \ 
“ “ I acting on the right of a standard basis { X i , … , Y i , • • • , Yn}. 
\ bin ain J 
Also the induced C-module on V^ is z - dZ = zdZ. Correspondingly, the relative 
matrix with respect to the dual basis is also of the same form. And all those 
r . , , / + h^In \ matrices are just of the form acting on 
V hy/^In -ai + 6 i v ^ / n J 
V ^V* as we have shown in last section. 
Example 3.3.2. V = M". 
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With the assumption and the notation in Case 3 of last section, we can define 
the following isomorphism 
</) : _ _ , H"; (aXi,s + bX2,s + cX3,s + 6^4,5) ^ ( a + 6 i + c j + dk)e„ 5 = 1，…’ n 
that satisfies • o I(v) = 0 o J{v) = j(/)(v),<^o K(v) = k(/>(v),Vv E R ^ . 
Therefore we can view y as HI together with a H-product defined by (x, y ) = 
n n n 
Y2 ^sVs^ where x = ^s^s^y = Y^ys^s ^ V- Note that Sp(V) is in fact 
S = 1 S = 1 5=1 n 
those left H-linear endomorphisms preserving the H-product (x, y)x, = JZ ^sVs-
S = 1 
Therefore V can be endowed H-products with the properties needed in the former 
argument. 
Hence, we know that those endomorphisms that come from the left module 
f Pi P2 \ 
structure of V and lie in 5o(V ® V ) are exactly of the form in 
V Ps -PI J 
terms of matrix, where l32,(h ^ ImH, jSi G H. According to our construction as 
above, we have ( i . dX)(Y) = dX(i* • Y) = dX(-I{Y)). Therefore, in terms of 
the dual basis, 
/ \ 
I{dX\dX^,dX\dX'} = {dX\dX\dX\dX'} I". . 
— In 
\ lu ) 
The case for J, K are also similar. 
Hence, those endomorphisms coming form the left module structure are ex-
actly the same as what we have got in last section. 
Remark 9. We can obtain all the endomorphisms with the properties as stated 
by direct calculations. Also we have interpreted that those endomorphisms are in 
fact coming from the left module structure. Hence, if we consider the action of 
Sp(V) • Sp{l) on KP defined by [A, a]X 全 aXA, then those endomorphisms with 
(XUn \ 
the same properties are only of the form where X is real. 
V - A / 4 n / 
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3.4 紐(1，1,K) «so(]Ri，o©K) 
In this section, we will build the "natural isomorphism" between s[(2, K) and 
so(lRi’i © K), and the isomorphism between su(l, 1,K) and ® K). 
To do that, we consider consisting of "lines" in The setting works 
for a general normed algebra, although we only consider those with associativity 
here. 
Let K be an associative normed algebra. We will follow the description in 
last section. There we take any element in u(l, 1,K) as a right K-linear map. 
Therefore we always consider the right K-module in this section, which is a little 
different from [1]. However, one can also refer to [1] for more details. 
First, we define a map on non-zero elements in K^ as follows: for any (a：, y) 6 
K2\{(0,0)}, 
^ 1 f 二* y^* \ 
and then we define an equivalence relation on the non-zero elements: 
(x,y)�OrW) ^ [0^，?/)] = [(乂’2/)1. 
Mpi is then defined to be (K2\{(0’0)})/ � . W e also use the usual homoge-
neous coordinate [x, y]. We then call an equivalence class for this relation a line 
through origin in 
It is easy to see that the line corresponds to [a;, y] is just the usual one 
{ (xa, ya) | a G K} , only if K is associative; e.g., K = E,C or H. 
Before discussing the general case, we look at a classical example (c.f. [3]) as 
a warmup. 
Example 3.4.1. Identify =股丄’丄 ® C with the 2 x 2 (complex) hermitian 
f a + p X \ 
matrix f)2(C) given by (a, /?, x) i > , where x e C,a,p e R. 
V a:* a-P J 
Denote by Lorentz group »S0+(1’3) the component of the identity in 50(1,3). 
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Define a map cr : 5L(2,C) ~ ^ 5 0 + ( l , 3 ) ; A i~> a a, where 
( a + x \ J a + 15 X \ 
(Ta ：股i’3 ^ 股1，3; A\ A\ 
\ X* a-(5 J \ X* a-13 J 
After some calculations, we know that cr is a double covering of Lie groups with 
kernel equal to { ± / 2 } . Therefore it induces an isomorphism cr* of Lie algebras. 
f a b\ , � 
Example 3.4.2. Each element M = in 5L(2 ,C) could be viewed as 
\c d J 
a Mobius transformations acting on c p i = C U {oo } by V H 韻,where v e C. 
It is easy to see that for any M in SU{1,1) ^ 5L(2,C) , M must be of the form 
I ^ 切 ) ’ where ||<2||2_||k;||2 二 1，z = = c + c / \ / ^ ’ a’6，c,d e IR. 
\ w* z* J 
Geometrically, SU{1,1) are those (automorphism groups of Cpi ) preserving 
the disc D = {z e C | \z\ < 1} (up to a double covering). 
( a + (5 X \ ( h u\ ^_ 
Furthermore, let M M* = with x = p + g V ^ . 
V a：* a-P J \u* t2 J 
Then 
h = 2h[dp - cq) + 2a(cp + dq) + (c^ + -(5) + + /?) + 6^ (0： + /?), 
t2 = 2b(dp - cq) + 2a(cp + dq) + a\a - P) + (f(a - /?) + (6^ + c'^){a + /?). 
Hence, t广 t2 = + - c^ - = 2(3. 
That is, SU(l, 1) will be a double covering of 5 0 + ( l , 2) under the natural restric-
tion of IRi'i ® C to ]Ri’o © C. Therefore it induces an isomorphism of Lie algebras: 
:紐(1，1) 一 e C ) = s o ( l , 2). 
Remark 10. When we referred to SU(1,1) as above, we have fixed some basis 
under which it leaves the standard quadratic form h(z,w) = Ziiuf —invariant. 
However, we can also consider SU(l, 1) that leave the quadratic form with the 
non-standard form h{z, w) = Z1W2 + Z2w\ invariant. Similarly, one can obtain 
an induced isomorphism ” : su(l , 1) > so(Ri’i 0 ImC) = so( l ,2 ) . 
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Now, we could say something about such identification for a general normed 
algebra K: 
a) Identify 脱i’i © K with the 2 x 2 K-Hermitian matrix f)2(K) given by 
( A + X \ 
I > , where a, G E, a: G K. 
V X * a-P J 
The determinant of matrices in [}2(K) could be always well-defined: 
V X* a-p J 
Therefore we can interpret the Lorentz metric on R^'^SK. as the determinant 
of matrices of f)2(K). It is then reasonable to consider "5L(2, K)" that acts 
on f)2(K) as above and preserve the determined. 
b) A matrix A = ( ^ ^ ] G Mat(2, K) is called traceless if a + rf = 0. 
\c d j 
Each traceless matrix will act on K^ as a real linear endomorphism. We de-
fine s[(2, K) to be the (real) Lie algebra of (real) linear endomorphisms 
of K2 generated by those coming from traceless matrices in Mat(2,K). 
Those traceless matrices will not be closed under commutators. However, 
s[(2,K) C Mat(2,K) will still hold only if K is associative. We define 
SL{2, K) to be the Lie group generated by s[(2，K)’ which is always asso-
ciative even K is not. 
As shown in [1], one can prove that SL(2, K) preserve the determinant, and 
that a : 5L(2, K) > 0 K) is a double covering. 
If K = R, C or H, 51/(2, K) is the same as the usual one. 
For the purpose to application to su(l, 1, H), I will not work on the general 
cases. 
c) Now suppose K is an associative normed algebra with the determinant being 
well-defined. Therefore, one has a homomorphism det{-) : Mat(2,IK) ~ > K. 
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Denote by SL{2, K) those matrices with determinant 1. Then one can have 
the following homomorphism: 
a : SL(2, K) ^ ^ S(9+(Ri，i e K ) ; 4 i~> a a, where 
11 11 f + X \ f + X \ 
a A ： M^'^eK~^ Ri'ieK; I> A 
\ X* a - P J \ X* a - P J 
f a b\ 
Furthermore, if ^ = G SU(1,1,K), then we have 
\c d J 
f 
ac* — bd* = Q 
f a b \ f l \f a* c*\ f 1 \ 
C J - 1 " = - 1 十 2 - W 2 = i . 
X 
Then note ||a||||c|| = ||ac*|| = ||&cf|| = ||6|| ||c/||, we can deduce that \ 丨丨“"丨丨=• 
I W H I c l l 
/ a + Z? X \ f ti u\ 
Let M M* = . 
V a-^ J W t2 J 
Then 
U = P-^ (|W|2 + \\bf)a + bx*a* + axb* =卢 + (||a||2 + ||6||2)a + (ax, b), 
t2 = -P + {\\cf + + + cxd* = - / ? + (||c||2 + \\df)a + {cx, d). 
Note that ac* — bd* = 0 = bd*c. If c = 0，then 6 = 0 and therefore 
(ax, b) = 0 = {cx, d)] otherwise, note Proposition 2.3.1 and ||6|| = ||c||, one 
has 
{ax^b) = ^{bd^cx^b) = 1 ) = {cx,d). 
r l r llc|r 
Hence, ti — t2 = 2(3. 
That is, (7{SU{1,1,K)) in fact lies in 0 K). 
In particular, if IK = H, we can get an isomorphism of Lie algebras: 
�—1,1,H) : 5U(1,1’ 冠 ） 一 so(Ri，o e e ) =so( l ,4) . 
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Remark 11. One could note that su(l, 1,H) is exactly the same as u(l, 1,15). 
Usually, we denote by sp(l, 1) = su(l, 1,1HI). 
Chapter 4 
Some Applications to Geometry 
4.1 Holonomy Representations and Spinor Bun-
dles 
We begin this section with "holonomy group". This part should have been put in 
Preliminaries. However, we would rather state it here because of its close relation 
with our application here and later. Therefore, all the properties on the holonomy 
group will be stated without proofs (c.f. [2], [4] and [11]). 
Let (M, g) be a connected Riemannian manifold, and let V be the Levi-Civita 
connection of (M, g). Take p G M; then for any q e M, each C^-piecewise path 
from p to q will induce an isometry 7 : TpM ~ > TqM. In particular, if g = p, 
then the isometry 7 is an element of 0(TpM). 
Definition 4.1.1. The holonomy group of (M, g) atp is defined to be the subgroup 
of 0{TpM) generated by all the C^ -piecewise loops based at p, and is denoted by 
Hoi(仏 p) = ( 7 I 7 zs a C^-piecewise loop based at p). 
The restricted holonomy group of (M, g) at p is defined to be HoP(仏 p)= 
( 7 I 7 is a C^-piecewise loop based at p that is homotopic to the identity), 
Take q G M, and then take a (71-piecewise path 7 from p to q. One could show 
35 
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that Hoi(仏力=7Ho1(仏 rifi，and that Eo\\g,q) = j H o f ( g , p ) j - \ Therefore 
we can omit the base point, and define them to be the holonomy group and 
the restricted holonomy group of (M,ff) respectively. Moreover, we denote 
them by Hol(^) and Hol^(ff) simply. 
It is known that Hol°(p) is a normal subgroup of Hol(p) together with the 
natural (surjective) homomorphism 7ri(M) ~ > Hol(^)/Hol°(^). In particular, 
H o i � 二 HolO(M) if M is simply connected. Because of M.Berger, we have the 
following result for the (restricted) holonomy group: 
Theorem 4.1.1. Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold that is 
simply-connected and irreducible. Suppose M is not locally symmetric. Then 
Ho1(5») could be only one of the following cases: 
(i) H o i � = S O ( n ) ； 
(ii) n = 2m, Hol(g) = U{m)； 
(iii) n = 2m, Eo\(g) = SU{m)； 
(iv) n = 4m, H o i � = S p ( m ) S p { l ) ； 
(V) n = 4m, Hol(p) = Sp(m)； 
(vi) n = 8 , H o i � = S p i n ( 7 ) ； 
(vii) n = 7, H o i � = G 2 ； 
Furthermore, the holonomy group Hol(^) comes with a natural representation 
on the tangent bundle T M , so-called holonomy representation. This will 
become clear due to the following proposition (c.f. [11]). 
Let Po be the orthogonal frame bundle of the connected (n-dimensional) 
Riemannian manifold (M, g), and let G be a Lie subgroup of 0(n) . 
Definition 4.1.2. A torsion-free G-structure on (M,g) is a principal G-subhundle 
PG of Po such that the connection D on PQ that corresponds to the Levi-Civita 
connection V can be reduced to a connection on PQ-
With the same notation, we have: 
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Proposition 4.1.1. If B.o\(g) C G, then M admits a torsion-free G structure. 
Now, it is clear that Hol(p) will naturally act on TM as G does. And Hol(^) 
will therefore induce a natural representation on 八 
Now let {M,g) be oriented. Then Eol(g) C SO(n). On TM e T*M, we 
can endow a canonical bilinear form and orientation as we described on y 0 V* 
in Section 3.1. Then we can view it as a vector bundle with the natural group 
SO{m,m). In this special case, E土 are both isomorphically to TM via the 
projection tt : TM 0 T*M ~^ TM. Hence, W2(E+) == W2(E-) always holds. 
Then we know that TM © T*M admits a Spin{m, m) structure from Theorem 
2.2.1. 
In particular, we can then view /\* T*M as the spinor bundle of TM ® T*M, 
And we can interpret the holonomy representation via the inclusion 
Eol{g) CGC SO(m) y SO(m,m) 
and the spin representation. 
In [15], N.C. Leung took the viewpoint of normed division algebras to develop 
a unified theory on geometry of manifolds with different holonomy groups, where 
he used the notations of (special) Riemannian K-manifolds. 
In this thesis, we will deal with the associative normed algebras only. Ap-
plying what we have got in Chapter 3, we will show that both the holonomy 
representations and the well-known Lefshetz Actions are in fact related to the 
the corresponding (associative) normed algebra K on TM © T*M: one comes 
from the K-product structure and the other comes from the K-module structure. 
4.2 The Lefschetz Action: Kahler Case 
Let (M, h) be an (complex) n-dimensional Hermitian manifold with the the asso-
ciated (1,1) form to and the natural (almost) complex structure J. Let g be the 
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Riemannian metric induced from h, and denote by V the Levi-Civita connection 
of (M,g). 
Under local coordinates 2; on M, h is given by ds^ = hi-z^ ® dP. Then 
ij 
g = Re ds2, uj = ^^ ^ HIJ dz^ A dF, and UJ{U, V) 二 g[Ju, v) for any u,v E T议 M. 
hj 
Definition 4.2.1. (M, h) is said to be Kahler if and only if one of the following 
equivalent conditions is satisfied: 
a) Hol{g) C U{n); 
b) V J = 0，i.e., the (almost) complex structure is parallel; 
c) Wuj = 0，i.e.，the associated 2-form is parallel; 
d) duj = 0, i.e., the associated 2-form is closed; 
e) For every point p E X, there exists a holomorphic coordinate system (z) in 
a neighborhood of p for which 
ds^ = ^{Sij + hij) dz' 0 dz^， 
hi 
where hij vanishes up to order 2 at p. 
Remark 12. The most intrinsic definition may be a Riemainnian manifold with 
B.ol{g) C U{n). The request for the manifold to be Hermitian is just for conve-
nience. One may refer to [16] for a proof. 
Example 4.2.1. M = CP". Here we take the Fiibini-Study metric, with the 
associated (1,1) form to be cj = ^^ddlog where Z is local lifting of [/ c 
c r ' to cn+i\{o} . 
Remark 13. Unless otherwise stated, we always take the induced metric for a 
complex submanifold o /CP" with respect to the Fubini-Study metric. Any such a 
submanifold is also a Kahler manifold. 
In the case that M is Kahler, we have a local action of U(n) on = C" in 
turn an action on /\* V*. Then we can apply the result of Case 2 in Section 3.2 
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to obtain a u(l, 1) action that commutes with the U{n) representation. For the 
interpretation of the holonomy representation into the spin representation, such 
a pointwise u(l, 1) representation is in fact a global action on 八* T^M. With the 
same notation as in Section 3.2, we can write down them explicitly: 
L i = pZ^W - if 
1 “ 
= T (ejCj+n + ej+2nej+3n + ^j^j^Zn — ej+nej+2n) . ^ 
j=l 
= { d x ^ - ix,) W . - … ) + (dx^ + � ) W + � ) ) + 
{{dx^ - ixj){dy^ + … ) - W - ^Y)恤]+ ixj)))(p 
1 " 
= ( 2 ( d x ^ d y ^ + ixjivj) + 一 ix^ivj))^ 
j=i 
n 
= ^ ( d x ^ d y ^ ) i p , 
j=i 
1 “ 
= - T ^ {ejej+n + ej+2nej+3n - ejCj+in + ej+nej+2n) . <P 
J=1 
1 n 
= - j Y l ( ( 血 ) - � ) w -…)+ idx' + ixj)(dy' + � ) ) + 
( — — ixjW + … ) + W -〜 ) (办 " + � ) ) ) W 
1 “ 
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H i = 
1 “ 
= - ^ {ejej+2n + ej+nej+3n) •中 
= i 亡 ( { d x ' - ixj){dx' + ix,) + (dy' - iYj)(dy' + ^Yj))^ 
2 
n 
= ( 血 ) 八 � + 办 ) 八 ^ ) 於 
It is clear that H - ip = -{n-p)<4>, G A^ 
1 “ 
= ( e j - e j + n — ej+2nej+3n) . ^  
= - ix,) W - iy,) — + ix,) W + � ) ) ^ 
n 
= X ] ( 办 j 八 � - d x ] i Y j � 9 
3 = 1 
= J • if. 
Here, C . ip = J . ip is just the natural action of J as an element of so(V ® V*). 
Hence, we obtain a s[(2, R) (maybe more suitable to refer to su(l, 1’ C)) action 
on /\* T*M via the spin representation such that it commutes with the holonomy 
representation of U(n) on /\* T^M. Moreover, the latter automatically extends to 
a representation on /\*(T^M<S)C) because of its commutativity with the complex 
structure. And the former can be naturally extended to a 51(2, C) action on 
A * ( ^ r M 0 C) that still commutes with the U{n) representation. One could see 
that this s�(2，C) action is exactly the same as the well-know Lefshetz action on 
八 . (T j^M^C) as in [7]. 
Remark 14. Both the holonomy representation of U{n) and the 51(2, C) could 
in fact be descended to actions on the cohomology if M is compact. However, for 
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our purpose of this thesis is to explain why one has the Lefshetz action, we have 
not involved the differential operators. Therefore, we would rather not state the 
Hard Lefshetz Theorem, a direct famous application of this representation. 
4.3 The Lefschetz Action: HyperKahler Case 
Let (M, g) be an (real) 4n-dimensional Riemannian manifold. 
Definition 4.3.1. {M,g) is said to be Hyperkdhler if and only if one of the 
following equivalent conditions is satisfied (c.f. [llj): 
a) Hol(g) c Sp{n); 
b) M can be endowed three Hermitian almost complex structure I, J, K satis-
fying IJ = K andVI = VJ = 0 . 
Therefore, (M, g) is a Kahler manifold by restricting to each complex structure 
M- And we denote the corresponding Kahler form by u^ {fi = / ’ J, K). 
Example 4.3.1. M = {[zq, 2i，办 zs] £ CP^ \ z^zf-h z j z l = 0}. 
Similar to the Kahler case, we can obtain a sp(l, 1) action on 八•TjJM that 
commutes with the holonomy representation of Sp{n) on /\' T^M by applying 
the result in Case 3 of Section 3.2. 
Moreover, as our construction in Section 3.2 is independent of choices of 
the basis, the action of Li . (p originated at the matrix relative to the basis 
{A"i’ • • • , X4, dX^,. • • , dX"^} is the same as the action of Li that is originated 
at the matrix relative to the basis {X i ’ X3’ X2�X4, d X \ d X \ dX"^}. Due to 
the result for the Kahler case, we can write down it directly; e.g., 
n 
^i - ^  = (d^i A dx2 + dxl A dxl)ip = ujj Acp; 
S=1 
n 
' ^ = (dxl A dxl + dxl 八 cte各)V? = ujj f\ip-� 
S=1 
n 
^k' ^ = 約八 dxl + 八 dxl)(p = 0；/(八 . 
s=l 
In addition, one can easily see the following facts: 
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a) Ap is the adjoint operator of L^， 
b) Denote by Li = Li�L2 二 Lj�Lz 二 Zi^ ，Ai = Ai,M = Ay, A3 = Ak； and 
denote by K t^ = [^s, A<J- Then the following relations are obvious because 
of the identification of them with the matrices as in Section 3.2: 
(i) [Ls，L,j = [ A � A , ] = 0’ [Ls’Ai] 二丑； 
(ii) IH, Ls] = 2Ls^  [;/ ’As] = -2A , ; 
(iii) Kst = -Kts . [KsuKit] = 2Ksu \KsuH] = 0; 
(iv) [K,t,Lt] = 2Lt, [/Gt’A,l = 2As; 
(v) [Kst, Li] = [K,t,Ai] = 0(1^8, t). 
These recovered the result of M.S.Verbitski, who defined these operators in 
[19] and then proved them form so(l ’4) action by stating them satisfy the 
relations as above. 
Also, we could point out that in fact they form a 5o(l,4) action without 
writing down the relations, because of the result in Section 3.4. 
c) Among the operators in b), = u)^ J\ for each A^'s are the corresponding 
adjoint operators of L"，s, {Kkj, Kik, Kji} coincide with the usual action 
induced by I,J,K (as elements in so(4n,4n)) respectively, and H is just 
the operator to pick out the degree as in the Keller case. 
Remark 15. As in Kdhler case, it can be extended to a 5p(4,C) (or so(5,C) 
a c t — 卯 八 A l s o for the same reason as in Kdhler case, we will not 
9舰 f^^iher application of the representations, although both sides could be also 
descended to actions on the cohomology if the manifold is compact. 
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